Press Release

Cortado Corporate Server Now Manages
Microsoft Office Mobile for iOS
(DENVER/BERLIN, July 26 2016) Cortado Mobile Solutions, manufacturer of the
productivity-enhancing enterprise mobility solution Cortado Corporate Server today
announces support for Microsoft Office for iOS. With Cortado’s solution, Microsoft
Office for iOS can be fully embedded into a native business container and seamlessly
integrated into the corporate infrastructure.
Microsoft Office is one of the most important suite of apps for iPhone and iPad. With Cortado
Corporate Server, Microsoft Office for iOS can now be used in a fully secure manner and with
all features in companies of any size and in all industries.

Cortado Corporate Server delivers support for:
•

Automatic installation of Microsoft Office without any user interaction

•

Creating a secure, native business container with Microsoft Office in combination with
any other apps, such as the Safari browser and the native mail app

•

Managed Open-In to assure secure transfer of documents only to approved apps

•

Management of document extensions meeting Apple’s standard

•

Selective singling out of storage locations, such as Dropbox, or OneDrive

•

Secure printouts, including authentication at the printer for Microsoft Office documents

•

If necessary, remote wiping of Microsoft Office and any locally held data

“This is a real milestone for mobility in companies,” said Armin Lungwitz, CIO at Cortado
Mobile Solutions. “We provide companies with increased security and productivity based on the
iOS operating system, and at the same time, ensure users are satisfied as they can work with the
Office apps with which they are familiar.”

More information on the management of Microsoft Office Mobile for iOS is available in this
white paper: http://corporateserver.cortado.com/enus/ResourcesSupport/ResourceCenter/WhitePapers/microsoft-office-apps-in-the-ios-businesscontainer
Additional information is also available in a webinar taking place on August 2, 2016.
Registration for this free webinar can be undertaken here:
http://corporateserver.cortado.com/en-us/EventsWebinars/native-app-management-withmicrosoft-office-mobile-ios
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Cortado Mobile Solutions GmbH is a wholly owned subsidiary of Cortado Holding AG, and is
responsible for all operations relating to the enterprise mobility solution Cortado Corporate Server.
The unique enterprise mobility solution offers the perfect balance between security for the
organization, easy manageability for the IT department and maximum flexibility for users.
The on-premises software includes all the tools required for successful enterprise mobility;
device management, mobile application management and mobile content management, and
fully integrated into the Windows backend. IT administrators continue to work with their
systems, Active Directory groups and Windows privileges, and users can access network
SharePoint and intranet pages directly from their mobile devices.
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Cortado Mobile Solutions follows the philosophy that working natively delivers the highest levels of
user acceptance. So Cortado’s enterprise mobility solution fully supports native app management and
instead of focusing on separate storage when it comes to file sharing, enables a direct connection to
the corporate network. The result is a significant increase in productivity for mobile employees,
improved collaboration among teams as well as convenient management for the IT department.
Cortado’s enterprise mobility solution is developed and tested at its headquarters in Berlin, Germany.
Also experts in offices in the United States, UK, Australia, Japan, and Brazil, highly qualified
consultants at our Berlin location as well as a trained, worldwide network of channel partners provide
presence and support to local customers throughout the world.
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